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Abstract
In view of the extensive use of Cr as a grain growth inhibitor in WC-Co cemented
carbides this thesis comprises a combined experimental and ab initio study of a
number of critical issues pertaining to phase equilibria of the subsystems to the
W–Co–Cr–C system.

To be able to predict which of the stable Cr-carbides forms above the solubility
limits of Cr and C in the fcc phase the respective solubility of Co in Cr23C6, Cr7C3

and Cr3C2 are investigated experimentally. Furthermore, the site occupancies of
Co in Cr7C3 are investigated by neutron diffraction as a first step towards a more
realistic model for this phase.

The energetics of the ternary intermetallic R-phase and the unstable Co3C2

end-member compound are investigated by density functional theory. For Co3C2,
the quasi-harmonic vibrational Gibbs energy is also calculated.

By subsequent CALPHAD assessment an improved thermodynamic descrip-
tion is developed and its agreement with experiment is investigated. The resulting
thermodynamic description allows for improved accuracy in predicting the for-
mation of carbide phases as a function of C content and Co/Cr ratio as well as
liquidus and solidus temperatures.

Remaining issues may be attributed to the thermodynamic description of the
W–Cr–C system and the stability of the Cr-based carbides in the Cr–C system. In
the case of the Cr-based carbides, severe experimental scatter prevents an accurate
determination of the stability of either of them. As a first attempt to resolve the
situation, a state of the art ab initio approach is applied to calculate the finite
temperature thermodynamic properties of Cr3C2, benchmarked with reported heat
capacity and relative thermal expansion measurements.
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Sammanfattning
Med bakgrund av den omfattande användningen av Cr som korntillväxtinhibitor i
WC–Co hårdmetall består denna avhandling av en kombinerad experimentell och
ab initio studie av ett antal kritiska aspekter som rör fasjämvikter i undersystem
till W–Co–Cr–C systemet.

På grund av vikten av att kunna förutse vilken av de stabila Cr-karbiderna som
bildas över löslighetsgränsen för Cr och C i fcc fasen undersöks lösligheten av Co
i Cr23C6, Cr7C3 och Cr3C2 experimentellt. Dessutom undersöks Co-atomernas
preferentiella positioner i Cr7C3 med hjälp av neutrondiffraktion som ett första
steg mot en mer realistisk modell för denna fas.

Stabiliteten av den ternära intermetalliska R-fasen och den instabila Co3C2

ändpunktsföreningen utreds med hjälp av kvantmekaniska beräkningar. För Co3C2,
beräknas även bidraget till Gibbs energi från kvasi-harmoniska phononer.

Genom efterföljande CALPHAD-utvärdering erhålls en förbättrad termody-
namisk beskrivning och dess överensstämmelse med experiment undersöks. Den
resulterande termodynamiska beskrivningen kan bättre förutsäga bildandet av kar-
bidfaser som funktion av kolhalt och Co/Cr-förhållande samt likvidus- och solidus-
temperaturer.

Återstående diskrepanser kan tillskrivas den termodynamiska beskrivningen
av W–Cr–C-systemet och stabiliteten av de Cr-baserade karbiderna i Cr–C sys-
temet. I fallet med Cr-baserade karbider förhindrar den omfattande spridningen
i experimentell data en noggrann bestämning av stabiliteten hos någon av dem.
I ett försök att lösa situationen används ett utökat ab initio tillvägagångssätt för
att beräkna de termodynamiska egenskaperna hos Cr3C2 som funktion av tem-
peratur, verifierat med tidigare uppmätta egenskaper såsom värmekapacitet och
relativ termisk expansion.
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Chapter 1

Cemented carbides in general

CEMENTED CARBIDES belong to a class of hard and wear resistant composite
materials with sufficient toughness to be suitable for very demanding ap-

plications such as metal cutting, rock drilling and wear parts [1]. In general,
a cemented carbide is a solid polycrystalline material mainly consisting of hard
tungsten carbide (WC) grains embedded in a metallic matrix, often cobalt (Co),
see Figure 1.1. The WC grains provide hardness and wear resistance while the
Co provides toughness. Additional phases may form depending on the carbon
content. For example, graphite may precipitate if the binder is saturated with car-
bon. If on the other hand the carbon content is too low, one might expect to find
η-carbides (M6C or M12C, where M=W,Co) in the microstructure. Both of these
additional phases are normally undesired since they are for the most part detri-
mental to the mechanical properties. This limits the acceptable interval in carbon
content to a very narrow region and precise control of the composition is therefore
necessary.

Depending on the application the content of metallic matrix may vary from
close to none (a so-called binderless cemented carbide) and up to 40 volume-%
[1]. In general, a higher metallic binder content provides a material with higher
toughness but lower hardness and vice versa. Another important parameter af-
fecting the mechanical properties of cemented carbides is the average WC grain
size, where a smaller average grain size is normally associated with a higher hard-
ness (at constant binder content) [1]. Cemented carbides are usually produced by
powder metallurgical methods, the main steps of which are mixing and milling
of the raw material powders, pressing to a desired shape and a consolidation heat
treatment called sintering. Most cemented carbides are produced via liquid phase
sintering, i.e., at temperatures where the metallic binder phase is molten. This
means that control of the average WC grain size is actually a very complex issue.
The final average WC grain size, or equivalently the final grain size distribution,
may be controlled to some extent by the choice of WC raw material and milling.

1
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Figure 1.1: Light optical cross-section image of a coarse-grained WC–Co com-
posite with 6 mass-% Co used in rock drilling applications. The grey faceted
grains are WC and the brighter phase in between the grains is the Co-rich binder
phase.

However, one of the main densification processes during liquid phase sintering is
the dissolution of smaller WC grains and subsequent reprecipitation onto larger
ones resulting in a considerably larger average WC grain size after sintering [1,2].
Compensation for this effect is possible to some extent, i.e., granted that the effect
of the sintering process on the average WC grain size is known quantitatively one
may start from a finer powder and/or adjust the milling process so that the final
average grain size after sintering ends up at the desired value. The applicability of
this approach is limited by the fact that milling time, and thus milling efficiency,
increases exponentially with decreasing average powder particle size [1]. Further-
more, a submicron (< 1 µm) average powder particle size after milling and/or a
wider particle size distribution can result in abnormal grain growth during sin-
tering [1]. Abnormally large grains may be regarded as microstructural defects
effectively yielding undesired mechanical properties locally and thus serving as,
e.g., crack initiation sites resulting in an unintentionally reduced service time of
the component.

A more effective approach to achieve very fine-grained cemented carbides is
the use of so-called grain growth inhibitors such as Cr [1, 3]. The role of grain
growth inhibitors is basically to restrict the growth of the WC grains during sin-
tering. As can be seen from Figure 1.2 the effect of Cr as an inhibitor is quite
noticeable, a mere 0.4 mass-% reduces the resulting sintered WC grain size sub-
stantially.

The suggested mechanism behind this effect is the formation of an extremely
thin (a few atomic layers) cubic (W,Cr)C compound on the surfaces of the WC
grains [4]. These layers will inhibit the further growth of the WC carbide grains
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Figure 1.2: Scanning electron microscope cross-section images of a fine-grained
WC–Co cemented carbide with 0.4 mass-% Cr (left) and a pure WC–Co reference
(right). The grey faceted grains are WC while the Co-rich binder phase appears
black. The two images have been captured at the same magnification. Both mate-
rials have been produced from the same WC and Co raw materials and at the same
processing conditions. Courtesy of S. Norgren at Sandvik Coromant R&D.

by reducing the driving force for this process. Once the chemical potential gradi-
ents in a material have been equilibrated the grain growth that occurs during the
sintering process is driven by a reduction of the systems total interfacial energy.
It has been shown that the formation of thin layers of cubic (W,Cr)C on the WC
grain surfaces reduce the WC/WC and WC/binder interfacial energies [5] and thus
the grain growth process is inhibited.

In production, Cr is usually added to the powder mixture in the form of Cr3C2,
which will dissolve completely if added in amounts below the solubility limit of
Cr. Adding Cr in amounts above the solubility limit will result in a transformation
of Cr3C2 to Cr7C3 (or rather M7C3, where M=W,Co,Cr), which will then remain
in the microstructure as a stable compound [6].

There are of course many other types of cemented carbide materials, the most
obvious example being grades containing bulk cubic carbides (TiC, TaC, NbC,
ZrC and mixtures thereof). However, they are outside the scope of this thesis and
the reader is referred to Ref. [1] for a more complete description of the variety of
materials under the banner of cemented carbide.
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Chapter 2

Background and scope of this thesis

IN ANY APPLICATION, the performance of a material is ultimately decided by its
mechanical properties. These in turn are largely dependent on the microstruc-

tural features of the material. It is therefore important to study the phase equilib-
ria of the various combinations of alloying elements in order to understand which
phases may form. Such information is often conveniently represented in a phase
diagram. The W–Co–C system forms the basis of cemented carbides and as such
the phase diagram of this system has been thoroughly researched and is rather
well-known, see Figure 2.1. Using this knowledge, detrimental precipitation of
graphite or η-phase may be avoided, at least in simple WC–Co grades. However,
as mentioned in Chapter 1, many other alloying elements may be added to ce-
mented carbides. In the case of the W–Co–Cr–C system, which is of main interest
in this thesis, many fundamental questions yet remain unanswered hindering an
effective development of new materials.

The phases that may form in multi-component systems include all of those
found in the lower order systems. However, the complexity of a multi-component
phase diagram often makes it impractical to construct and use. Historically, phase
diagrams for any number of components have been determined purely by exper-
imental studies, i.e., by identifying the phases present in equilibrated alloys and
then drawing approximate phase boundaries. A better and nowadays often applied
way to handle the multi-component situation is to systematize the known phase re-
lations according to the laws of thermodynamics. In combination with appropriate
software packages this has resulted in a multitude of databases of thermodynamic
models and parameters describing the Gibbs energy of each phase in many alloy
systems. In fact, the phase diagram in Figure 2.1 is calculated using the Thermo-
Calc software package [7] and the thermodynamic description of the W–Co–C
system from Markström et al. [8]. The Thermo-Calc software package is used
for all CALPHAD calculations throughout this thesis. This approach is called the
CALPHAD method [9], an acronym for CALculation of PHAse Diagrams. Us-

5
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ing this method, equilibrium properties and phase diagrams can be calculated for
any alloy system, provided that an accurate database exists. Again, in the case of
Cr, as a consequence of the knowledge gaps concerning the W–Co–Cr–C system
no sufficiently accurate thermodynamic description of this quaternary system is
available. By studying the lower order systems, e.g., Co–Cr–C (see Papers I and
II), unknown or unclear features concerning the phase equilibria may be clarified
and subsequently a thermodynamic description may be improved.
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Figure 2.1: Isoplethal section in the WC-Co system at 10 mass-% Co calculated
using the Thermo-Calc software package [7] and the description of Markström et
al. [8].

In an attempt to resolve the current situation the following main issues are
addressed in this thesis:

• Which Cr-based carbide forms when the solubility limit of Cr is exceeded?

• For a given Co/Cr ratio, what is the limiting C content for precipitation of
the Cr-based carbide, η-phase and graphite?

• In what way does a given Co/Cr ratio affect the melting range of the Co-
based binder phase?

• How does the thermodynamic description of the Cr-based carbides influence
equilibrium calculations?
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Issues like determining a limiting C content do not have a single number for
an answer since such properties most often change substantially with alloying
and temperature. It is therefore the aim of this thesis to explore the (thermody-
namic) equilibrium features of the quaternary W–Co–Cr–C system, in particular
its constituent subsystems, using available experimental methods and ab initio
calculations, and channel these into a thermodynamic database by performing
CALPHAD assessments. This enables an increased accuracy of thermodynamic
calculations, founded on a sound thermodynamic basis, that could be of aid in the
development of new cemented carbide grades.

Note that all experiments and calculations presented in this thesis are per-
formed at either atmospheric or zero pressure conditions. It is important to be
aware of this delimitation since pressure is one of the state variables of the Gibbs
energy and may affect the stable equilibrium state, e.g., by causing a phase transi-
tion. However, within this low and narrow range (0 to 1 atm) the effect of pressure
on the Gibbs energy is negligible (see Chapter 5).
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Chapter 3

Overview

THERMODYNAMIC DATABASES constructed according to the CALPHAD me-
thod contain parameterized Gibbs energy functions for all considered phases

that occur in the given system. The structure of the database is hierarchical, i.e.,
the description of the higher order systems must be compatible with that of the
lower order systems. Therefore, the complete set of parameterized Gibbs energy
functions for the pure elements in both their stable and meta-stable states from
Dinsdale [10] is considered to be widely accepted. In view of this, it is first and
foremost necessary to review the constituent systems of the quaternary W–Co–
Cr–C system, starting with the binary element combinations.

3.1 Binary systems
In total, the W–Co–Cr–C system contains six unique binary element combina-
tions; W–Co, W–Cr, W–C, Co–Cr, Co–C and Cr–C. Table 3.1 summarizes the
solid equilibrium phases of the pure elements and those present in each binary
system. Note that the paramagnetic hcp solid solution in the Co–Cr system is a
true binary phase and that no binary phases form in either of W–Cr and Co–C.

Most of these systems have been assessed using the CALPHAD method more
than once. From a multicomponent database perspective it is therefore important
to select the assessments that give a sufficiently good representation of all the
available experimental and theoretical data for the respective system, keeping in
mind that they must all be mutually compatible. Since the description of all the
unary systems (pure elements) is universally agreed upon [10] and all of the binary
phases are unique to each respective system (Table 3.1) there is in this case no
issue with compatibility. Calculated phase diagrams for all six binary systems
in the temperature composition plane and at atmospheric pressure are shown in
Figure 3.1.

9
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Table 3.1: Stable unary and binary phases found in each constituent system (fm,
afm and pm = ferro-, antiferro- and paramagnetic). All unary phases stable for the
constituent elements to a binary system are also stable in the binary.

System [Ref.] Phase Pearson symb. Space group
W [12] bcc (pm) cI2 Im3̄m
Co [12] hcp (fm) hP2 P63/mmc

fcc (fm) cF4 Fm3̄m
fcc (pm) cF4 Fm3̄m

Cr [12] bcc (afm)a cI2 Im3̄m
[12] bcc (pm) cI2 Im3̄m

C [12] graphite hP4 P63mc
W–Co [11] µ hR13 R3̄m

Co3W hP8 P63/mmc
W–Cr [13] No stable binary phases.
W–C [14] W2C hP9b P3̄1mb

hP4c P63/mmcc

WC hP2 P6̄m2
WC1−x cF8 Fm3̄m

Co–Cr [15, 16] hcp (pm) hP2 P63/mmc
σ tP30 P42/mnm

Co–C [17] No stable binary phases.
Cr–C [18–20] Cr23C6 cF116 Fm3̄m

Cr7C3 oP40 Pnma
Cr3C2 oP20 Pnma

a see Ref. [21] b low temp. c high temp.

3.1.1 W–Co
The top left phase diagram in Figure 3.1 depicts the W–Co system. Guillermet
[11] performed a thorough assessment of the thermodynamic properties of this
system in 1989. Since then, the thermodynamic description has been updated by
Markström et al. [8] by taking ternary data from the W–Co–C system into account.
Such an approach may be useful if data on the considered system is scarce or if it
is difficult to uniquely parameterize the Gibbs energy based on the available data,
e.g., if the data is conflicting.

Two intermetallic phases may form in the W–Co system: µ and Co3W. At first
glance, a description of the intermetallic phases may seem irrelevant since they
do not form at the high carbon contents typical for cemented carbides (cf. Figure
2.1). In some cases they may be disregarded in a CALPHAD assessment without
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Figure 3.1: Isobaric (1 atm) temperature-composition phase diagrams of all six
binary systems in W–Co–Cr–C. Calculated based on Refs. [11, 13, 15, 17, 22–24].
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compromising the accuracy of the thermodynamic description at high carbon con-
tents. However, as shown in Section 4.2 and Paper III, this does not apply to the
W–Co system.

3.1.2 W–Cr
Out of the six binary systems presented in this section the W–Cr system is the
simplest. The stable phase diagram consists of the bcc single-phase region with
full miscibility at high temperatures (miscibility gap at low temperatures) and a
lenticular liquid + bcc two-phase region [13]. No stable intermetallic phases have
been reported. Due to its simplicity and the fact that the bcc phase usually forms at
compositions far from those relevant for cemented carbides, the thermodynamic
description of this system is not as critical as any of the other binary systems
considered in this thesis. However, it should be included in order to secure the
generality and applicability of the thermodynamic database.

3.1.3 W–C
Since WC is the main constituent (∼ 80 vol-% [1]) in WC–Co cemented carbides
a proper thermodynamic assessment of the W–C system is essential. Apart from
WC, a lower carbide, W2C, forms above 1523 K [14]. This carbide usually ap-
pears as an intermediate phase during the production of WC powder [2]. The third
carbide phase found in this system is the cubic WC1−x phase that forms at very
high temperatures, in the vicinity of 3000 K.

At present, the phase equilibria in the W–C system with respect to both WC
and W2C are well established and the thermodynamic properties, e.g., the heat
capacity, of both carbides are well-known [22, 23], although the two polytypes
of W2C are treated as one phase [23] (see Figure 3.1). However, there is still
some uncertainty on the region of existence of the high-temperature WC1−x car-
bide [25]. A proper thermodynamic description of this phase is important to un-
derstand the formation of cubic (W,Cr)C on hexagonal WC grains (see Chapter 1).

3.1.4 Co–Cr
The Co–Cr system is one of the binary systems of primary importance in this the-
sis since it determines the solubility of Cr in pure Co. This is in turn strongly
related to the formation of Cr-based carbides in the WC–Co–Cr cemented car-
bides. As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the solubility of Cr in paramagnetic fcc Co
is extensive, up to ∼ 40 at. %. Furthermore, Cr stabilizes a paramagnetic form
of the hcp Co phase that is not stable in pure Co. The binder phase in WC–Co
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cemented carbides is usually fcc, which is metastable at room temperature and
may transform to hcp during deformation [26].

Due in part to the technological importance of avoiding precipitation of the
σ-phase in steels and other metallic alloys the Co–Cr system has been studied
extensively. As a consequence there are numerous CALPHAD assessments to be
found in the literature. For example, the differences between the descriptions of
Kusoffsky and Jansson [15] and Houserová et al. [27] are mainly related to the
energetics and the region of stability of the σ-phase. Changing the description
of the σ-phase will of course affect other features of the phase diagram as well.
In this case it seems that the region of stability of the paramagnetic hcp phase is
more accurately described in Ref. [15], i.e., the thermodynamic description used
to calculate the Co–Cr phase diagram in Figure 3.1. A more extensive discussion
on the choice of thermodynamic description of the Co–Cr system can be found in
Paper II.

3.1.5 Co–C
Guillermet [17] also assessed the thermodynamic properties of the Co–C system.
Co does not form any stable carbides and thus the only stable phases found in this
system are the terminal phases of Co and C and the liquid phase.

At present there is room for improvement concerning the magnetic contribu-
tion to the Gibbs energy. Co is a magnetic element and normally the Curie tem-
perature (TC) of a magnetic element is expressed as a function of composition in
a CALPHAD database for an alloy system, as in W–Co and Co–Cr (Figure 3.1).
However, despite a considerable effort, Guillermet found it impossible to deter-
mine the composition dependence of the Curie temperature in the Co–C system,
mostly due to very scattered experimental data. Since the magnetic properties of
Co change with composition the saturation magnetization provides a measure of
the amount of dissolved W and C in the Co-based binder. Such measurements
are routinely performed as a quality control step during cemented carbide produc-
tion [1]. A proper description of the magnetic part of the Gibbs energy, including
the Curie temperature and the average magnetic moment [9], could therefore be
used to directly correlate a magnetic saturation measurement with composition.
However, this issue is not addressed in this thesis.

3.1.6 Cr–C
The stability of the Cr-based carbides (Cr23C6, Cr7C3 and Cr3C2) is more or less
determined by the Cr–C system. However, alloying effects, such as the extensive
solubility of Co in Cr7C3 [6], also affect the multicomponent equilibria, albeit to
a lesser extent. As such, an accurate thermodynamic description of this system
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is of vital importance in order to be able to predict multicomponent equilibria in
regions where any of the three Cr-carbides is stable. Unfortunately, the available
experimental data on the Gibbs energy and enthalpy of formation suffers from a
considerable scatter for all three stable carbides [28], an issue that is addressed in
Papers II, IV and V. Currently, the most general thermodynamic description of
the Cr–C system is from Lee [24], who simultaneously considered several ternary
systems containing both Cr and C during the assessment. The heat capacity of
each carbide has so far been described as a linear function of temperature [24],
despite the fact that measurements have been performed [29].

3.2 Ternary systems
Although the possibility to fundamentally alter the phase equilibria in multicom-
ponent calculations by assessment of ternary systems is somewhat limited, it is
important to study them thoroughly. Features such as the appearance of ternary
phases and ternary mixing interaction in phases with solubility ranges cannot be
neglected. An illustrative example of this fact is the appearance of the M6C and
M12C (M=W,Co) η-carbides in the W–Co–C system. Neither of the two is stable
in either of the constituent binary systems to W–Co–C and yet they are one of the
fundamental concerns in cemented carbide production (see Chapter 1).

In total there are four ternary element combinations in W–Co–Cr–C: W–Co–
Cr, W–Co–C, W–Cr–C and Co–Cr–C. The appearance of new stable phases, i.e.,
phases that do not appear in any of the subsystems, is perhaps less common in
ternary systems than in binary systems. Out of the four ternary systems presented
here, only two are known to contain true ternary phases, i.e., W–Co–Cr and W–
Co–C, see Table 3.2 and Sections 3.2.1–3.2.2.

Phase diagrams of ternary systems are three-dimensional, at constant pressure.
This makes it difficult to get an overview of each system in the same manner as
in the case of binary systems (Figure 3.1). It is therefore common to show ei-
ther isothermal sections (constant temperature), isopleths (constant concentration
of one of the elements) or pseudo-binary sections (between two compound end-
points). Of course, any type of section may be drawn, however, these three are by
far the most common in the literature.

3.2.1 W–Co–Cr
The W–Co–Cr system is important since it determines the ternary mixing interac-
tion between W, Co and Cr in the fcc and hcp phases at the Co-rich end. Although
it has been known for some time that the ternary intermetallic R-phase forms in
this system [30], the remaining phase equilibria, at several temperatures, were
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Table 3.2: Stable ternary phases found in W–Co–Cr–C.

System [Ref.] Phase Pearson symb. Space group
W–Co–Cr [30] R hR53 R3̄
W–Co–C [31–35] M6C cF112 Fd3̄m

M12C cF104 Fd3̄m
κ hP34 P63/mmc

only recently clarified by experimental studies [36]. Frisk and Markström [37]
evaluated the ternary interaction in the liquid phase based on the temperature of
the invariant fcc + liquid + M7C3 + WC + graphite equilibrium. However, only
one complete CALPHAD assessment has been reported [38]. Unfortunately, this
assessment is based on a thermodynamic description of the Co–Cr subsystem [39]
that does not reproduce some of the well-determined features of the phase dia-
gram, see Paper II for details. Furthermore, the thermodynamic models used are
not compatible with the known crystallography of the µ- and R-phases. Therefore,
a thorough CALPHAD assessment of this system is the subject of Paper III.

3.2.2 W–Co–C
WC grains embedded in a Co binder phase forms the basis of most cemented
carbide materials and therefore an accurate CALPHAD assessment of this system
is of absolute importance. Key features are, e.g., the limiting concentration of C
to avoid precipitation of undesired phases, i.e., graphite and the ternary η-carbides
(M6C and M12C), and the melting interval of the binder phase. Markström et al.
recently presented an updated thermodynamic description of the W–Co–C system
[8]. Similarly to earlier assessments, Markström et al. neglected the κ-carbide due
to lacking experimental data. An isopleth at 10 mass-% Co calculated using their
description is shown in Section 2 (Figure 2.1).

3.2.3 W–Cr–C
Gustafson performed a CALPHAD assessment of the W–Cr–C system in 1988
[40] based on a rather sparse set of experimental data. However, an extensive
experimental study of this system can be found in the Ph.D. thesis by Bondar [41]
from two years prior. A valid reason for this omission may be that this thesis is
written in Russian and was most probably subject to limited distribution at the
time. Recently, the results from Bondar have been summarized in English by
Watson and Kroupa [42]. An isothermal section at 1573 K, calculated based on
the description from Gustafson, is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Isothermal section in the W–Cr–C system at 1573 K calculated using
the thermodynamic description of Gustafson [40]. Note the extensive solubility
of Cr in M2C.

Key features of the phase diagram include the extensive solubility of Cr in
the W2C and WC1−x carbide phases [42]. Gustafson [40] did account for the
solubility of Cr in both of these phases, however, due to the sparse data set used,
the region of existence of the cubic WC1−x carbide in the calculated phase diagram
is very different from that reported by Bondar [41]. This feature is strongly related
to the formation of the cubic (W,Cr)C phase on the surface of WC grains (see
Chapter 1) and therefore a thermodynamic description that correctly reproduces
this feature is of interest.

According to the thermodynamic description of Gustafson, W2C is stabilized
extensively by Cr, i.e., by forming M2C (M=W,Cr), down to significantly lower
temperatures than in the W–C system. The extent of this effect is currently un-
known, however, a recent study has indicated that M2C could be unstable below
1273 K [43]. Currently, calculations in the W–Co–Cr–C system, based on the
assessment of Gustafson [40], predict the formation of M2C at typical cemented
carbide compositions, while it has not been seen in experimental studies at the
same conditions [44]. Additionally, several studies have shown that the hexagonal
WC dissolves a small but not negligible amount of Cr [41, 44, 45]. Thus, there
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are multiple issues to be addressed in the W–Cr–C system, some of which are
discussed in Papers I and IV.

3.2.4 Co–Cr–C
Kusoffsky and Jansson [15] performed the first CALPHAD assessment of the Co–
Cr–C system based on quite sparse experimental data. The main dataset only cov-
ers an isothermal section at 1073 K and is at best of doubtful quality due to the
very high content of impurities in the samples and the relatively short heat treat-
ments performed. Markström et al. [46] recently performed a re-assessment of
the Co–Cr–C system based on their own experimental investigation of the solu-
bility of Co in the Cr7C3 carbide at several temperatures. However, experimental
data on the solubility of Co in the other two Cr-based carbides is very sparse, in
the case of Cr23C6, or non-existent, in the case of Cr3C2. As a consequence, the
thermodynamic description by Markström et al. cannot be expected to predict the
solubility of Co in Cr23C6 accurately and does not account for Co in Cr3C2 at all.
This means that although the solubility of Co in Cr7C3 is accounted for, the rel-
ative stabilities between the carbides might be ill-determined also in the ternary
(see Section 4). An experimental study of the solubility of Co in the Cr-based
carbides is presented in Paper I. A new CALPHAD assessment of the Co–Cr–C
system based on these experiments is presented in Paper II.
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Chapter 4

Database development

EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATIONS in a multicomponent system are reliable only
if the binary and ternary subsystems are well-known and properly assessed.

It is clear from Chapter 3 that this is not the case for ternary systems with Cr.
In an attempt to resolve some of the issues, the phase equilibria in the Co–Cr–
C and the W–Co–Cr systems are studied by experiments, ab initio theory and
subsequently assessed using the CALPHAD method. A detailed explanation of
the CALPHAD method, including the assessment methodology and all relevant
mathematical expressions, can be found in Chapter 3 of Ref. [47] and will thus
not be repeated here. In the following it is therefore assumed that the reader is
familiar with the CALPHAD method, either from the contents of Ref. [47] or
similar texts.

It has been shown that M7C3 (M=W,Co,Cr) precipitates in WC-Co cemented
carbides with a large bulk content of Cr [6]. Furthermore, M7C3 is known to dis-
solve very large quantities of Co. The solubility of Co in M7C3, which is now
known quantitatively from experiments [46], is governed by the phase relations in
the Co–Cr–C system. This is quantitatively accounted for by the thermodynamic
description by Markström et al. [46]. However, thermodynamic calculations in
the W–Co–Cr–C system have so far not been able to predict the correct equilib-
rium phases. Figure 4.1 shows a calculated isoplethal section in the W–Co–Cr–C
system at constant concentration of Co and Cr. Note that the description of the
solubility of Cr in η-phase from the work of Lindahl [44] only accounts for the
M6C form due to lack of data concerning Cr in M12C. Since M6C is strongly sta-
bilized by the dissolution of Cr, the M12C form does not appear as a stable phase
in Figure 4.1. This applies to all W–Co–Cr–C calculations in this thesis.

Figure 4.1 implies that three different carbides, M7C3, M2C and M3C2, can be
stable according to the calculation when the solubility of Cr and C in the fcc binder
is exceeded. Neither M2C nor M3C2 have been observed experimentally [6, 44].
From a CALPHAD point of view, it is therefore important to investigate the sol-

19
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ubility of Co in M23C6 and M3C2 and subsequently include this in the thermody-
namic description. As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, the experimental data on these
two carbides in the Co–Cr–C system is sparse and as such a new experimental
study seems necessary. Furthermore, as explained in section 3.2.1, a thorough
assessment of the W–Co–Cr system is needed.
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Figure 4.1: Isoplethal section in W–Co–Cr–C at 10 mass-% Co and 1 mass-% Cr
calculated based on Refs. [8,37,40,44,46]. The letters in the different phase fields
are explained in the legend box in the bottom right corner. Graphite will form at
compositions to the right of the blue lines and M6C will form to the left of the
green lines.

4.1 Solubility of Co in Cr-carbides
In order to study the solubility of Co in the Cr-based carbides it is important to
note that these carbides participate in a multitude of equilibria in the Co–Cr–C
system. The feature of interest in this thesis is the maximum possible solubility,
i.e., the solubility limit, as a function of temperature. In the case of M23C6 and
M3C2 the maximum solubility of Co is determined in the liquid + M23C6 + M7C3

and the M7C3 + M3C2 + graphite equilibria respectively, which are studied at
several temperatures in Paper I. A benefit of studying three-phase equilibria in a
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ternary system at constant temperature is that the composition of each phase is
independent of the bulk composition of the sample, as long as it remains within
the three-phase field. However, it is important to choose the composition of the
samples in such a way that appropriate amounts of each phase will form, otherwise
it might be difficult to conclusively identify the presence of each desired phase.

4.1.1 Sample synthesis
No solubility of Co in M3C2 has been reported previously, however, it is limited
by the occurrence of the equilibrium between M7C3, graphite and liquid or fcc
(see Paper I for details). This limits the range in composition at which the M7C3

+ M3C2 + graphite equilibrium occurs and thus simplifies the selection of an ap-
propriate composition. The solubility of Co in M23C6 is known from experiments
at 1073 K [48] and is accounted for in the thermodynamic description by Mark-
ström et al. [46]. Although this description must be improved it may serve as a
good starting point in the selection of a suitable sample composition.

All samples in this thesis are prepared by powder metallurgical methods, the
essential steps being: selection of raw materials, mixing, compaction and heat
treatment. An advantage of using powder metallurgy is that the homogeneity of
the sample is to some extent ensured already in the powder and thus equilibration
during heat treatment is aided by the short diffusion distances. Furthermore, the
time necessary to reach the desired equilibrium can be minimized by choosing
raw materials that are strongly reactive. Therefore, the raw materials used for
each sample consist of elemental powders or compounds that are expected to re-
act or decompose (at least partly) during the heat treatment, see Table 4.1. As is
shown in Section 4.1.2, the composition of the carbides in the two studied equi-
libria varies with temperature and thus it cannot be assumed that the same powder
mixture can be used to investigate the same equilibrium at different temperatures.
However, in this case the extent of the two considered equilibria in the phase dia-
gram permit the selection of bulk compositions in the correct three-phase fields at
several temperatures.

A major concern with powder metallurgical methods is the impurity content in
the raw materials. The formation of oxides on the surface of the powder particles
is inevitable and cannot be neglected due to the high surface/volume ratio of pow-
ders consisting of particles on the µm scale. However, both equilibria studied in
Paper I contain a high content of C, part of which will reduce most of the oxides
and remove them from the sample by forming gaseous species such as CO and
CO2. If this loss of carbon is compensated for in advance during the mixing of the
raw materials, the desired bulk composition can be reached. The impurity content
of each raw material may be found in Paper I.

Suitable containers for each sample should be selected for the heat treatment.
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Table 4.1: Raw materials used for the two equilibria studied. The content of each
raw material is given in mass-%.

Equilibrium Co Cr Cr3C2 Cr7C3 C
liquid + M23C6 + M7C3 21.50 29.79 48.71 — —
M7C3 + M3C2 + graphite 16.06 — — 77.86 6.08

Since graphite is one of the stable phases in the M7C3 + M3C2 + graphite equilib-
rium, the best choice of crucible is one that is made of graphite. The samples in
the liquid + M23C6 + M7C3 equilibrium are heat treated in Al2O3. This is not an
ideal choice since Cr2O3 is isomorphous to Al2O3 and may form a mixed oxide,
i.e., some loss of Cr from the sample must be expected. However, this can be
compensated for already in the powder mixture.

Other important heat treatment parameters are the furnace atmosphere and the
cooling rate at the end of the heat treatment. A vacuum atmosphere facilitates the
reduction of oxides but in principle a high-purity Ar atmosphere is sufficient. The
cooling rate must be rapid enough to not allow for any detrimental change in the
microstructure or phase composition. This is more or less impossible to achieve
for equilibria with liquid phases since solidification products are very difficult to
avoid even at very rapid cooling rates [46]. This also means that the composition
of the liquid phase is impossible to measure. All heat treatment details are given
in Paper I.

4.1.2 Analysis of equilibrated samples
After the heat treatment it is important to investigate whether or not the sample is
at equilibrium. This can be done by investigating the microstructure of the sample
using, e.g., a scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with a detector for
back-scattered electrons (BSE), which is sensitive to the average atomic number
(Z). Different phases usually have different Z, which results in a sharp greyscale
contrast between the phases. Continuous greyscale gradients are a sign of inho-
mogeneity within a single-phase region, which indicates that the sample is not at
equilibrium. As such it serves as a method of identifying the number of phases,
as well as where they are located in the sample, and assessing the homogeneity of
each phase. Figure 4.2 shows the microstructure of sample B2 from Paper I. It can
be seen from the greyscale contrast that three phases are present in the sample.

The composition of each phase in a multiphase sample can be obtained by
analyzing the characteristic X-rays that are emitted from the different atoms in a
polished cross-section of a sample as it is bombarded with electrons in the SEM.
This is done by measuring the intensity of the X-ray photons at a particular energy
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Figure 4.2: SEM BSE image of sample B2 from Paper I. Black regions are
graphite, dark grey are M3C2 and light grey are M7C3. The sample is heat treated
at 1723 K.

or wavelength, i.e., energy or wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (EDS and WDS
respectively). In principle both measurements should yield the same result since
the energy of a photon is inversely proportional to its wavelength. The difference
lies in the sensitivity of the detectors, where WDS is considerably more accurate
[47]. In order to calculate the composition from the measured intensities it is
necessary to use proper standard materials, in this case pure Co and pure Cr7C3

and Cr3C2. The resulting composition of the carbides in each sample is listed in
Figure 4.3. Further measurement details can be found in Paper I.

4.1.3 CALPHAD assessment of Co–Cr–C
Knowing the solubility of Co in all of the Cr-based carbides, at several temper-
atures, justifies a re-assessment of the Co–Cr–C system, which is the subject of
Paper II. Some of the key points of the assessment procedure are presented here
and the implications on calculated equilibria in the W–Co–Cr–C system are pre-
sented in section 4.1.4. The main idea with the assessment is to account for the
solubility of Co in the Cr-based carbides measured in Paper I. In order to do this
a thermodynamic model that includes Co must be selected. A thermodynamic
model should be based on the crystallography of the given phase. M7C3 has so far
been modeled with a simple two-sublattice model, (Co,Cr)7C3, which accounts for
the different crystallographic positions of metal species and C. Actually, the crys-
tal structure of this carbide is more complex, with five inequivalent positions for
the metal atoms. However, no experimental study of the preferential positions of
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Figure 4.3: Measured composition of the carbides in each sample from Paper I.
The A and B series of samples are from the liquid + M23C6 + M7C3 and M7C3 +
M3C2 + graphite equilibria respectively.

Co in M7C3 had been reported at the time of the most recent assessment by Mark-
ström et al. [46]. Additionally, such a model treats the carbide as stoichiometric
with respect to C, mostly due to lack of reliable experimental data. The situation
is identical for M3C2 and therefore this carbide is modeled as (Co,Cr)3C2.

In general the Gibbs energy of a solid compound is modeled using the com-
pound energy formalism (CEF) [49]. Applying the CEF to the two-sublattice
model for M3C2 creates two end-member compounds between which the phase
is defined, i.e., Cr3C2 and Co3C2. The end-member on the Cr-side is stable and
comes from the thermodynamic description of the Cr–C system [24]. Conversely,
Co3C2 is not a stable compound and as such its thermodynamic properties are
unaccessible experimentally. Previous studies [15, 46] have relied on various ap-
proximations to estimate the Gibbs energy of the unstable Co compounds. Nowa-
days, ab initio calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) [50] can be
coupled with static approaches in order to calculate the contribution to the Gibbs
energy from volume dependent harmonic phonons (the so-called quasi-harmonic
approximation) [51] with a reasonable computational effort. Harmonic phonons
do not account for all finite temperature contributions to the Gibbs energy (see
Section 5) but offer a better approximation than has been used previously at a rea-
sonable computational cost. Therefore, such calculations are performed in Paper
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II to help evaluate the unstable Co3C2 end-member compound. The computa-
tional details are presented in Paper II and a detailed description of all ab initio
calculations performed in this thesis is presented in Section 5.

A critical part of the assessment is the optimization of the thermodynamic pa-
rameters that constitute the Gibbs energy of each phase. In this thesis, all thermo-
dynamic parameters are optimized using the PARROT module in the Thermo-Calc
software package [7]. The optimization is performed to best represent a compiled
critical set of experimental and theoretically derived data using the least squares
method. For Co–Cr–C the critical dataset consists of the measured solubilities of
Co in the Cr-based carbides from Paper II, the calculated quasi-harmonic Gibbs
energy of Co3C2, carbon activity measurements and multiple experimentally de-
termined phase boundaries and invariant equilibria.

The final optimum parameters given in Paper II are able to represent the
critical dataset satisfactorily. As can be seen from Figure 4.4 the solubility of
Co in all three of the stable Cr-carbides is accurately accounted for. Further-
more, the present description offers an improved fit to the experimentally deter-
mined pseudo-binary section from the work of Sahm and Watts [52], as shown in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Isothermal section in the Co–Cr–C system at 1523 K calculated based
on the thermodynamic description from Paper II in comparison with experimental
data from Paper I and the work of Markström et al. [46].
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4.1.4 Implications on W–Co–Cr–C
At this stage it is interesting to see the effect of the new description of the Co–
Cr–C system on calculated equilibria in W–Co–Cr–C. Figure 4.6 shows the new
calculated 10 mass-% Co 1 mass-% Cr isoplethal section and the difference com-
pared to Figure 4.1 is substantial. First of all, M3C2 does not appear as a stable
phase in this temperature interval. In fact, due to the improved description of
the invariant fcc + M7C3 + M3C2 + graphite equilibrium (see Paper II for de-
tails) and the solubility of Co in all Cr-based carbides in several equilibria, M3C2

now appears as a stable phase only below 1223 K. This is a relatively low tem-
perature at which no major changes in the microstructure of a cemented carbide
sample can be expected to occur under conventional processing conditions. In
comparison, when making C-deficient WC–Co cemented carbide using conven-
tional production methods, the predominant form of η-phase in the microstructure
is M6C [1], even though it is metastable at room temperature. Since the transition
from M6C to M12C occurs at approximately 1423 K [8], it is normally assumed
that no major microstructural changes occur below this temperature when cooling
down from the sintering temperature, which is consistent with the fact that M3C2
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has so far not been observed as an equilibrium phase in WC–Co–Cr cemented
carbides. Furthermore, the transition from M7C3 to M3C2 is now predicted to
occur more or less exclusively in C-saturated samples. This is in contrast to the
prediction using the previous description of the Co–Cr–C system [46] (see Figure
4.1), where M3C2 and M7C3 are predicted to be stable at more or less identical
compositions, albeit at different temperatures.
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Figure 4.6: Isoplethal section in W–Co–Cr–C at 10 mass-% Co and 1 mass-% Cr
calculated based on the thermodynamic description of the Co–Cr–C system from
Paper II and Refs. [8, 40, 44]. Graphite will form at compositions to the right of
the blue lines and M6C will form to the left of the green lines.

From a comparison of Figures 4.1 and 4.6 it is evident that M2C is now pre-
dicted to form at much lower temperatures. In Figure 4.1 the M2C phase is stable
all the way up to the melting temperature for certain C contents, in contrast to
Figure 4.6, where M2C is at all compositions only stable far below the critical
temperature of 1423 K (see previous paragraph). This is consistent with the work
of Lindahl [44], where M2C did not form as a solidification product in any of the
studied samples. Additionally, a shift of the η-phase and graphite limits to higher
C contents is another important but less obvious differences between the two cal-
culations. Lastly, the liquidus in Figure 4.6 compared to 4.1 is shifted upwards,
up to as much as 15 K higher close to the graphite limit.
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4.2 Solubility of W and Cr in fcc and liquid
Previous studies of phase equilibria in WC–Co–Cr cemented carbides have been
limited to high carbon contents [37,54]. However, the mixing interaction between
W and Cr in the Co-based fcc binder phase in cemented carbides is determined in
the W–Co–Cr system, which is completely unrelated to C. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2.1, the only complete thermodynamic description of this system is flawed
and thus it is justified to perform a new assessment. This includes a complete eval-
uation of the Gibbs energy of the ternary intermetallic R-phase. Given the com-
plex crystal structure of the R-phase [30], an appropriate thermodynamic model
would generate a large number of end-member compounds, the Gibbs energy of
which is completely unknown. Unfortunately, the available experimental data on
equilibria containing the R-phase is insufficient for such a task. In order to resolve
this situation the 0 K energetics of the R-phase are studied ab initio and used as in-
put to the CALPHAD assessment, as described in Paper III. The key points of the
ab initio calculations and the subsequent CALPHAD assessment are summarized
in Section 4.2.1.

4.2.1 CALPHAD assessment of W–Co–Cr
A thermodynamic model of a complex solid phase is usually selected based on
the coordination number (CN) of the different sites [55]. Based on this, the R-
phase can ideally be described by four sublattices, with CN 12, 14, 15 and 16
respectively [30]. This model can be simplified by accounting for the preferential
sites of the different elements. In this case, W exclusively occupies the CN 16
sites but does not occupy sites with CN 12. All three elements mix on the CN 14
and 15 sites. An appropriate model, in the rhombohedral primitive unit cell repre-
sentation, may thus be formulated as (Co,Cr)27(W,Co,Cr)18W8. Once the model
is selected, the end-member compounds are defined and subsequently ab initio
calculations within the framework of DFT can be performed to obtain the 0 K
energetics of each compound. The total energy of each compound must be calcu-
lated relative to a reference state that is accessible from a CALPHAD perspective.
Therefore the total energy of the pure elements in their respective standard states
is calculated as well. Finally, the enthalpy of formation at 0 K can be obtained by
taking the difference in total energy between an end-member compound and the
appropriate weighted sum of the elements, see Table 4.2.

Once the 0 K enthalpy of formation is calculated it can be used to evaluate
the Gibbs energy of the end-members. It is necessary to assume that the enthalpy
of formation is independent of temperature, i.e., that ∆GR

f is a linear function of
temperature of the type a + bT , which is of course a very crude but in this case
sufficient approximation. In a typical CALPHAD database the Gibbs energy ex-
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Table 4.2: DFT calculated enthalpies of formation and lattice parameters at 0 K for
the considered R-phase compounds. The enthalpy is given per 1 mole of atoms,
not formula units. Lattice parameters are given for the primitive cell.

End-member ∆H0K
f a α

(Co,Cr)27(W,Co,Cr)18(W)8 (J/mol at.) (Å) (◦)
Co27Co18W8 5417 8.758 74.7
Co27Cr18W8 3374 8.745 74.6
Co27W18W8 -469 9.111 74.4
Cr27Co18W8 13428 8.882 74.0
Cr27Cr18W8 14881 8.973 74.2
Cr27W18W8 9932 9.305 74.3

pression for an end-member of any phase is given relative to the standard element
reference (SER) [9]. The reference state of the calculated enthalpies of formation
is different and must thus be accounted for directly in the expression by includ-
ing a weighted sum of the Gibbs energy expressions of the pure elements, thus
cancelling the SER reference.

Coincidentally, including the weighted sum of the Gibbs energy of the pure
elements in the end-member expression accounts for the heat capacity of the com-
pound according to the well-known Kopp–Neumann rule. However, both Co and
Cr are magnetic elements and both have a non-negligible magnetic contribution
to the Gibbs energy. Unfortunately the magnetic part can not be included directly
since it is a complex function of temperature, which would introduce an artificial
peak in the heat capacity of the compound at the magnetic transition temperature
of Co and Cr. A simple solution to this problem is to approximate the magnetic
part that is added to the end-member expression as a linear function in tempera-
ture, which is successfully applied in Paper III.

The calculated 0 K enthalpy of formation of the Co27W18W8 compound is
negative, which means that it is stable with respect to the pure elements. Since the
competing intermetallic phases (µ and Co3W) are described as less stable at low
temperatures [8], the R-phase now appears as a stable phase below 500 K in the
W–Co phase diagram. Considering the high melting point of W, 500 K is a very
low temperature, at least from an experimental point of view. As such the reaction
kinetics can be expected to be very slow, which could explain why no study has
reported the existence of the R-phase in this system. Another way to resolve this
would be to calculate the 0 K enthalpy of formation of the competing intermetallic
compounds. This is however beyond the scope of this thesis.

It is important to understand that a proper assessment of the relative stability
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of the R-phase in this system is essential since the solubility of W and Cr in fcc,
which is of major importance for cemented carbides, is limited by the formation
of the intermetallic phases [30, 36]. Once the calculated enthalpies of formation
have been implemented, the region of existence of the R-phase relative to the other
intermetallic phases can be established by fitting the parameters of all intermetallic
phases to experimental data. From there, it is a straightforward matter to describe
the boundary of the fcc phase with respect to the intermetallic phases. All details
pertaining to the optimization procedure are given in Paper III.

The final optimum parameters given in Paper III are able to represent the ex-
perimental equilibria satisfactorily. As can be seen from Figure 4.7, the solubility
of W and Cr in the fcc phase is accurately accounted for. However, the critical
dataset for this system lacks any reliable data on liquid equilibria and therefore
no ternary interaction parameters in the liquid could be determined. During the
course of the assessment it became evident that the ternary interaction in the liquid
phase from Ref. [37] completely overestimates the stability of the liquid phase and
cannot be used. Therefore, the description of the liquid is in this system purely an
extrapolation from the binary systems.
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Figure 4.7: Isoplethal section in W–Co–Cr at 1473 K calculated based on the
thermodynamic description from Paper III and compared with experimental data
from Ref. [36].
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4.3 Final description of W–Co–Cr–C
The CALPHAD assessment of the W–Co–Cr system presented in Paper III and
Section 4.2.1 constitutes the final direct contribution to the thermodynamic de-
scription of the W–Co–Cr–C in this thesis. Chapters 5 and 6 treat issues that are
at such a stage that they are not yet applicable to a new CALPHAD assessment
of any of the remaining subsystems. However, it is now important to verify the
new thermodynamic description. A comparison of experimental phase boundaries
with calculated isoplethal sections is thus the subject of Paper IV1.

An isoplethal section at 10 mass-% Co and 1 mass-% Cr calculated using
the new thermodynamic descriptions of the W–Co–Cr and Co–Cr–C systems is
shown in Figure 4.8. Compared to Figure 4.6 the main differences are the solidus
and liquidus temperatures, which are higher in Figure 4.8, and the significant
protrusion of the M6C-containing phase field into the WC + liquid region. In the
W–Co–C system, such a protrusion is a well-known feature (see Figure 2.1) since
it limits the allowable C content of liquid phase sintered cemented carbides [1].
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Cr calculated based on the new thermodynamic description Papers II and III.
Graphite will form at compositions to the right of the blue lines and M6C will
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1All isopleths in Paper IV are calculated using a preliminary description of W–Co–Cr.
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It turns out that the reason for the absence of this protrusion in Figures 4.1
and 4.6 is the ternary interaction parameter in the liquid phase from the work of
Frisk and Markström [37]. This parameter actually stabilizes the liquid phase
excessively already in the W–Co–Cr system. Furthermore, the phase boundary
between the fcc phase and the M7C3 is shifted to higher C contents, indicating
a slightly higher solubility of Cr and C. The M2C phase boundary is shifted to
slightly lower temperatures compared to Figure 4.6.

4.3.1 Comparison with experiment
The samples in IV are made by conventional powder metallurgical methods, in-
cluding liquid phase sintering, and subsequently investigated using light optical
microscopy (LOM), SEM and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). M7C3 is
expected to form as a solidification product and the effect of cooling rate is there-
fore also investigated. Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is used to measure the
liquidus and solidus temperature at different C contents. Figure 4.9 shows a com-
parison of the observed phases in several samples at different C contents compared
to a calculated isopleth, both at Co/Cr = 11/1.1 (mass ratio).
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Cr calculated based on the new thermodynamic descriptions from Papers II and
III in comparison with experiments from Paper IV.
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It can be seen from Figure 4.9 that the sample at the lowest C content and
the sample at the highest C content are correctly predicted to contain M6C and
graphite respectively. According to the calculated isopleth, M6C should be present
at the sintering temperature (1683 K) in the sample at the lowest C content, which
is verified by its morphology in the microstructure, i.e., finely dispersed particles
[1]. The sample at the second highest C content contains graphite and is very
close to the predicted graphite limit. Out of the three samples at intermediate
C content (square symbols in Figure 4.9), only the one at the highest C content
is predicted to contain M7C3 as a solidification product. However, M7C3 could
only be conclusively identified in the two samples at high C content, indicated by
diamond symbols in Figure 4.9.

The measured liquidus and solidus and the calculated Co/Cr = 9/1 (mass
ratio) isopleth are shown in Figure 4.10 compared to an isopleth calculated using
the previous descriptions of W–Co–Cr and Co–Cr–C (dotted lines in Figure 4.10).
M6C is present as a solidification product in the low C sample, which is correctly
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Figure 4.10: Isoplethal section in W–Co–Cr–C at 9 mass-% Co and 1 mass-% Cr
calculated based on the new thermodynamic descriptions from Papers II and III
in comparison with experiments from Paper IV. The dotted lines are calculated
based on W–Co–Cr and Co–Cr–C from Refs. [37, 46].

predicted. Note that without the new description of the W–Co–Cr system the for-
mation of M6C in the sample at low C content would not have been predicted
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in the calculated isopleths (Figures 4.9 and 4.10) due to lack of the protrusion
described in Section 4.3. Furthermore, it is evident from Figure 4.10 that the liq-
uidus temperature is now in much better agreement with experiment. The solidus
at low C contents is actually in excellent agreement with the measured value. At
higher C contents, inside the M7C3 phase field, the agreement is worse.

In total, the overall accuracy of the thermodynamic description of the W–Co–
Cr–C system is significantly improved. However, a pressing issue is the lack of
accuracy in predicting the M7C3 phase boundary. As discussed in Paper IV, there
are multiple possible explanations for this. First of all, the current description of
the W–Cr–C system [40] does not account for the solubility of Cr in WC [44,45].
Secondly, the formation of cubic (W,Cr)C carbide on the surfaces of the hexag-
onal WC grains [4], which is stabilized by a reduction in interfacial energy [5],
requires an extension of the current CALPHAD method to include the effect of
interfaces and surfaces. Both the dissolution of Cr in WC and the formation of
cubic (W,Cr)C effectively reduces the supersaturation of Cr in the matrix, which
would correspond to an isopleth at a lower content of Cr. Thirdly, the predicted
phase fraction of M7C3 is very small, merely 0.003 volume-% at the M7C3 phase
boundary and up to 1 volume-% at the graphite limit for Co/Cr = 11/1.1, which
of course makes a conclusive identification of the presence of this phase very
difficult, especially at lower C contents. Lastly, a very important reason for the
discrepancy may be the inaccuracy of the thermodynamic description of the Cr–C
system. An accurate assessment of the stability of the stable Cr-carbides is im-
possible given the scatter in experimental data on their Gibbs energy of formation
(see Section 3.1.6 and Paper II), an issue that is addressed in Chapter 5.



Chapter 5

Stability of Cr-based carbides

SCATTERED DATA is a common plague for a CALPHAD assessment. Most of
the time it is manageable and thus conclusions can be drawn and trends can

be interpreted. However, the scatter in the reported Gibbs energies of formation
of the stable Cr-carbides is truly stunning. For instance, two studies performed by
the same author at one and the same temperature, using the same method report
Gibbs energies of formation of Cr3C2 that differ by 20 kJ/mol [28, 56]. Various
explanations for the scatter can be found in the literature and many authors agree
that oxygen contamination is a major factor, since it might result in the formation
(or reduction) of oxides or oxycarbides during the measurement [28].

5.1 An ab initio approach
It is thus clear that an accurate experimental determination of the Gibbs energy
of formation of any of the three stable Cr-carbides is at present very difficult and
alternative approaches should be explored. In Papers II and III (see Chapter 4),
a DFT-based ab initio approach is applied to calculate the 0 K enthalpy of for-
mation and volume and temperature dependent quasi-harmonic Gibbs energy of
several compounds that are unaccessible experimentally. With respect to compu-
tational power, the calculation of the finite temperature vibrational contribution
to the Gibbs energy beyond the quasi-harmonic approximation [51] is a consid-
erable effort. However, recent advances in highly efficient ab initio molecular
dynamics (MD) simulation schemes, the so-called up-sampled thermodynamic
integration using Langevin dynamics (UP-TILD) method [57], enable an accurate
phase space sampling at a moderate computational cost. The UP-TILD method is
applied to Cr3C2 in Paper V and is briefly described in Section 5.1.1. Calculated
finite temperature thermodynamic properties of Cr3C2 from Paper V are summa-
rized in Section 5.1.2.

35
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5.1.1 Computational method
All ab initio calculations in this thesis are based on DFT [50] as implemented
in the VASP software package [58]. DFT-based codes are nowadays routinely
applied to investigate the energetics of bulk systems, surfaces, interfaces etc. As a
result, the number of texts describing the derivation of the equations upon which
the theory rests is extensive and the reader is referred to, e.g., Ref. [59] for an
introduction to the subject. Conversely, the development of the UP-TILD method
is a very recent achievement and as such it is instructive to introduce the method
and point out the main ideas.

The quantity of interest is the free energy surface as a function of volume and
temperature, i.e., the Helmholtz free energy. Within the adiabatic approximation,
the different contributions to the free energy can be decoupled [57] and thus the
free energy of a perfect crystal can be expressed as the following sum:

F tot(V, T ) = E0K(V ) + F el(V, T ) + F qh(V, T ) + F ah(V, T ), (5.1)

where E0K(V ) is the volume dependent total energy at T = 0 K, F el(V, T ) is the
electronic free energy, F qh(V, T ) is the quasi-harmonic free energy and F ah(V, T )
is the free energy contribution due to anharmonicity.

The first term in Eq. (5.1) is obtained by calculating the total energy at several
volumes around the equilibrium volume. If the primitive cell of the considered
crystal structure contains more than one atom, the positions of the atoms should
be relaxed. Similarly, if the considered cell is of non-cubic symmetry the inde-
pendent lattice parameters can be relaxed relative to each other, still keeping the
volume constrained.

F el(V, T ) is mainly determined by an electronic entropy term,−1
2
TSel, which

can be calculated by the finite temperature extension of DFT [60]. By apply-
ing a Fermi-Dirac electronic smearing function at several values of the electronic
temperature for each considered volume the resulting electron density of states,
N = N el(ε, T el), and the Fermi occupation numbers, f = f(ε, T el), give the
electronic entropy as follows:

Sel(T el) = −2kB

∫
N [f ln f + (1− f) ln (1− f)] dε. (5.2)

Calculation of the third term in Eq. (5.1) involves the consideration of the dis-
placements of the atoms from their equilibrium positions, formulated according
to non-interacting phonons, i.e., displacement waves that can be linearly superim-
posed. From statistical mechanics it is known that the Helmholtz free energy for
a system of phonons at fixed volume can be expressed as [61]:
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F (T ) =
∑
qν

[
1

2
h̄ων(q) + kBT ln

(
1− e−(kBT )−1h̄ων(q)

)]
, (5.3)

where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant, q is the phonon wave vector, ων is the
phonon frequency of band ν and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The only un-
known in Eq. (5.3) is the set of ων , which in this thesis is calculated using the
finite displacement (FD) method as implemented in the Phonopy code [62,63] (all
electronic relaxations are performed using VASP). Calculations of ων are based
on the harmonic approximation, i.e., expressing the potential energy of the crys-
tal as a second-order Taylor expansion of the interatomic distance [61]. This is a
good approximation only at low temperatures since a true interatomic potential is
rather asymmetric and increasingly so the higher the temperature.

Based on the crystal symmetry, a set of new cells is created where one of the
atoms is displaced, the electronic structure is relaxed and subsequently the force
acting on each atom may be calculated by (see full discussion in Ref. [64]):

Fα
jl = − ∂U

∂rαjl
, (5.4)

where Fα
jl is the force acting along the α direction (x, y or z) on the jth atom in the

lth unit cell, U is the potential energy and rαjl is the position of that atom along the
α direction. Once the forces are known, a matrix of second-order force constants,
i.e., ∂Fα

jl/∂r
β
j′l′ , can be constructed. Within the finite displacement method, the

second-order force constants are approximated as:

Φαβ
jl,j′l′ ' −

Fα
jl

∆rβj′l′
, (5.5)

j and j′ being the indices of the atoms in the lth and l′th unit cells and ∆rβj′l′ the
displacement. The force constants can in turn be used to construct the dynamical
matrix as follows:

D(q) =
∑
β

Dαβ
jj′ (q) =

1
√
mjmj′

∑
l′

Φαβ
j0,j′l′e

iq(rj′l′−rj0), (5.6)

where mj is the mass of atom j and rj′l′ is the position of the j′th atom in the l′th
unit cell. The phonon frequencies can now be obtained by solving an eigenvalue
problem of the form:

D(q) · eν(q) = ων(q)2 · eν(q), (5.7)

eν being the eigenvector of the phonon band with index ν.
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Since the phonon frequencies are calculated based on the harmonic approxi-
mation, but at several volumes, insertion of these into Eq. (5.3) gives the quasi-
harmonic free energy surface, F qh(V, T ).

The last term in Eq. (5.1) is calculated using the UP-TILD method [57] and
contains the part of the vibrational free energy that is not accounted for by the
quasi-harmonic phonon frequencies, the so-called anharmonic free energy. In
principle, the method is divided into two parts: thermodynamic integration and
coarse grained MD sampling of the phase space [57]. All MD simulations are
performed using the VASP software package.

Thermodynamic integration, as the name foretells, is based on integration of
the free energy from a reference state, in this case the quasi-harmonic (qh) state,
to the full vibrational state (qh+ah) along a thermodynamic path by means of a
coupling parameter. In mathematical terms, the expression reads [57]:

F ah(V, T ) =
∫ 1

0

(
∂F (V, T, λ)

∂λ

)
dλ, (5.8)

where λ is the coupling parameter and:

∂F (V, T, λ)

∂λ
=

〈
∂U(λ)

∂λ

〉
λ

. (5.9)

In this thesis, the thermodynamic path is parameterized as a linear combination of
the vibrational potentials U of the respective end-states as follows:

U(λ) = (1− λ)Uqh + λUqh+ah. (5.10)

Coarse graining of the phase space is achieved by performing two sets of MD
simulations, at low and high convergence parameters (k-points, plane-wave cutoff
etc.) respectively [57]. Convergence parameters are of course dependent on the
studied system and should be chosen carefully. The major part of the computa-
tional effort is performed at low convergence parameters, the objective being to
reach the desired statistical convergence criterion of the calculated 〈∂U(λ)/∂λ〉λ.
Normally, this requires on the order of 104 MD steps per T , V and λ combination.
Upon reaching the convergence criterion, a number of uncorrelated snapshots (on
the order of 101) are randomly selected and recalculated at high convergence pa-
rameters (only electronic relaxation). This does not affect the simulated trajectory
of the atoms but shifts the resulting 〈∂U(λ)/∂λ〉λ value. It has been shown that
direct simulation at high convergence parameters compared to the UP-TILD ap-
proach results in F ah values within the statistical uncertainty [57].

In order to be able to perform the thermodynamic integration [Eq. (5.9)] it
is necessary to interpolate the discrete 〈∂U(λ)/∂λ〉λ values as a function of λ.
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Grabowski et al. [65] found that a cotangent-function generally produced a bet-
ter fit to the calculated values than a cubic polynomial. Therefore, a cotangent-
function is used also in this thesis.

Apart from F qh, the calculated free energy contributions in Eq. (5.1) consti-
tute matrices of values at discrete temperatures and volumes. However, in order
to sum the free energy contributions, it is necessary to perform a physically mo-
tivated interpolation. E0K is normally fitted to an equation of state (EOS), e.g.,
the Vinet EOS [66]. Concerning the remaining terms, a direct interpolation using
polynomials unfortunately results in unacceptable noise in the derivatives of F tot,
e.g, the heat capacity. A solution for the anharmonic free energy is presented in
Ref. [57], where the full phonon spectrum is renormalized to a single effective
frequency for each explicitly considered volume. Similarly, the electronic part
is treated by expanding the electron density of states [see Eq. (5.2)] as a cubic
surface polynomial in V and T [65].

Once the full free energy surface as a function of volume and temperature
is known, a simple Legendre transform, i.e., G = F + PV , with subsequent
minimization may be applied to obtain the Gibbs energy and thus any other ther-
modynamic property at any P and T as follows:(

∂F tot(V, T )

∂V

)
+ P = 0. (5.11)

Note that the difference between the Gibbs and Helmholtz energies at atmospheric
pressure is very small, i.e., on the order of 10−1 J/mol.

5.1.2 Application to Cr3C2

In this thesis, the UP-TILD method is applied to calculate the thermodynamic
properties of Cr3C2, specifically its Gibbs energy of formation. In order to calcu-
late the Gibbs energy of formation it is necessary to know the Gibbs energy of Cr
and C in their standard states, i.e., bcc and graphite respectively. Both of these are
difficult to treat ab initio using current methods due to the complex magnetism of
bcc Cr [21] and van der Waals interactions in graphite [67]. Fortunately, Körmann
et al. [68] have calculated the thermodynamic properties of bcc Cr using similar
methods as applied here to Cr3C2. Furthermore, it is straightforward to calculate
the thermodynamic properties of C in the diamond structure. In fact, regarding di-
amond C, it is sufficient to calculate the ground state and the quasi-harmonic free
energy and still obtain a remarkable agreement with CALPHAD assessment [10]
(see Paper V). The Gibbs energy difference between the diamond and graphite
forms of C is also well-assessed [10] and thus either diamond or graphite may be
used as a reference state for comparative calculations. All relevant computational
details are stated in Paper V.
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Figure 5.1 shows the calculated isobaric heat capacity of Cr3C2 compared to
experimental data, including a visualisation of the effect of the different contri-
butions to the free energy (see Eq. 5.1). The heat capacity is a second derivative
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Figure 5.1: Ab initio calculated isobaric heat capacity (CP ) of orthorhombic Cr3C2

(1 mole of atoms). Experimental data from Refs. [29, 69–71].

of the free energy and as such it serves as a good benchmark for the calculation.
In this case the agreement with experiment is very good, which gives confidence
to the accuracy of the calculation. A comparison of the calculated Gibbs energy
of Cr3C2 with the assessment of Lee [24] is shown in Figure 5.2. Note that this
is only a comparison of the temperature dependence of the Gibbs energy, since
GT=300K
Cr3C2

= 0 for all curves in Figure 5.2. As expected, there is a significant dif-
ference between the two, especially at high temperatures. The ab initio calculated
Gibbs energy from Paper V is less steep in its temperature dependence, with a
difference of up to 3000 J/mol at 1900 K.

The final ab initio calculated Gibbs energy of formation is shown in Figure
5.3 in comparison with the description of Lee [24] and experimental data from
various authors. It is seen that the trend from Figure 5.2 is unaffected by the bcc
Cr and diamond C reference states, i.e., that the ab initio is less steep than that
of [24], which is encouraging. It is thus possible to draw the tentative conclusion
that the current thermodynamic description of Cr3C2 overestimates the stability of
this compound.
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Figure 5.2: Ab initio calculated Gibbs energy of orthorhombic Cr3C2 (1 mole of
atoms) compared to the thermodynamic description from Lee [24].
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Although the agreement between the measured and calculated heat capacity
is good it is important to realize that it is the second derivative of the Gibbs en-
ergy. Furthermore, the T = 0 K potential energy [first term in Eq. (5.1)] is the
most significant source of error in ab initio calculations due to the approximate
nature of the exchange-correlation functionals [67]. This is problematic since the
calculation of the Gibbs energy of formation relies on the accuracy of this term.
However, the slope of the Gibbs energy is more accurately calculated [67], show-
ing a consistent trend in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, and therefore the present calculation
is of considerable value for a future re-assessment of the Cr–C system.



Chapter 6

Crystal structure of M7C3

THERMODYNAMIC MODELS are usually based on the actual crystallography of
the phase in question, which is also a prerequisite for accuracy. A common

simplification is to group inequivalent sites into sublattices based on coordination
number [55]. Despite the fact that Cr7C3 has a very complex crystal structure
with five inequivalent metal atom sites [19] the thermodynamic model applied so
far only distinguishes between metal and C atom sites [24] due to lack of data on
the preferential sites of Co. In an attempt to resolve the situation, X-ray and neu-
tron diffraction (XRD and ND respectively) measurements of single phase powder
samples are performed and subsequently analysed using Rietveld refinement, as
described in Paper VI.

6.1 Sample synthesis
Several studies have pointed out that both pure Cr7C3 and mixed (Cr,Fe)7C3 are
rich in both periodic and aperiodic planar defects, e.g., microtwins, anti-phase
boundaries and stacking faults [19,76,77]. Rouault et al. [19] reported that defect
free Cr7C3 crystals can be synthesized at temperatures above 1473 K. In this study,
a commercial Cr7C3 powder, synthesized at 1323 K, is studied in as-received and
annealed condition (4 h at 1873 K) for comparison. Three samples to study the
site occupancies of Co are designed in the liquid + M7C3 phase field at 1723 K
(fcc + M7C3 after solidification) and at different Co contents using the thermody-
namic description of the Co–Cr–C system from Paper II. The microstructure of
the samples is investigated using SEM and the composition of the M7C3 carbide is
measured using EDS and WDS. Single phase powders are produced by crushing
the samples and subsequently dissolving the metallic matrix in a water-based solu-
tion with 15 volume-% HCl. A complete description of the experimental method
is presented in Paper VI.
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6.1.1 Resulting composition of M7C3

It turns out that the carbides suffer from increasing segregation with increasing Co
content. Measurement shows that the sample at the lowest Co content (sample 1)
contains 8.86±0.07 at. % Co, which indicates negligible segregation. The sample
at medium Co content (sample 2) shows a variation in composition of 12–15 at. %
Co from the core to the surface of the carbide grains. These measurements agree
well with thermodynamic calculations of the equilibrium content of Co in M7C3

as a function of temperature, Figure 6.1. At the highest Co content (sample 3), the
segregation is severe, ranging from 21 to just above 30 at. % Co from the core to
the surface of the Carbide grains.
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Figure 6.1: Equilibrium Co content in M7C3 as a function of temperature calcu-
lated using the thermodynamic description of the Co–Cr–C system from Paper II.

6.2 X-ray diffraction study
The collected XRD patterns (Cu Kα radiation) of the as-received and annealed
Cr7C3 powders is shown in Figure 6.2 in comparison with the calculated profile
based on the orthorhombic crystal structure from Rouault et al. [19]. It is evident
that the as-received sample is ill-described due to several missing peaks, proba-
bly due to the low synthesis temperature (1323 K). The missing peaks appear in
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the annealed sample indicating relaxation of defects through heat treatment, in
accordance with the results of Rouault et al. [19].
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of collected Cr7C3 XRD spectra (Cu Kα radiation) with
the refined profile based on Ref. [19]. Filled triangles indicate Cr7C3 peaks that
appear after annealing.

6.3 Neutron diffraction study
In relation to each other, Co and Cr have a very limited X-ray scattering contrast.
The neutron scattering contrast is appreciably better and thus refinement of the
site occupancies based on such a measurement is possible. By performing a series
of careful refinements accounting for all possible occupancies of Co the structure
of the carbide in sample 1 is solved, with lattice parameters a = 4.495, b = 7.006
and c = 12.108 (Å). Atomic positions and Co occupancies are given in Table 6.1.

At higher Co content no satisfactory refinement can be obtained. Figure 6.3
shows a comparison between the calculated and the measured ND pattern from
sample 2. Several new peaks appear that cannot be described by the model struc-
ture. In fact, the new peaks are present in the ND patterns of all three samples, but
are too small to be of significance for the refinement of sample 1. Furthermore,
they can be accounted for by a doubling of the b-axis, indicating the formation
of a defect structure of the 2O polytype [76]. It is at present unknown if this
corresponds to the equilibrium structure of this carbide.
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Table 6.1: Structural parameters obtained by Rietveld refinement of the collected
neutron diffraction spectrum from sample 1 based on the crystal structure of or-
thorhombic Cr7C3 (Pnma) reported by Rouault et al. [19]. Refined displacement
parameters are 0.101(1) and 0.491(1) Å2 for Cr and C respectively.

Site Wyckoff not. x y z Co occupancy
M1 4 c 0.4390(10) 1/4 0.6250(04) 0.6(1)/4
M2 4 c 0.2493(09) 1/4 0.2143(07) 1.4(1)/4
M3 4 c 0.2460(09) 1/4 0.4160(10) 0
M4 8 d 0.0563(06) 0.5637(05) 0.3130(03) 1.5(1)/8
M5 8 d 0.2475(06) 0.0729(07) 0.0206(06) 0
C1 4 c 0.0310(07) 1/4 0.5617(02) -
C2 8 d 0.4747(04) 0.0308(02) 0.3448(02) -
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the collected ND spectrum from sample 2 with the
refined profile based on Ref. [19].



Chapter 7

Concluding remarks

SEVERAL IMPORTANT ISSUES, pertaining to Cr-alloyed cemented carbides are
addressed in this thesis. Equilibrium features of the W–Co–Cr–C system are

clarified by experiment and theory and an improved thermodynamic database is
presented in Chapter 4. Compared to the previous thermodynamic description,
M7C3 is now predicted to be the stable carbide that forms above the solubility
limit of Cr and C in the fcc binder and M2C is no longer predicted to form upon
solidification at the studied Co/Cr ratios. Furthermore, the formation of M6C in
liquid phase sintered WC–Co–Cr cemented carbides is now correctly predicted as
verified by experiment. Additionally, the liquidus and solidus temperatures are
in better agreement with measurements. These improvements are all due to the
improved descriptions of the Co–Cr–C and W–Co–Cr sub-systems.

Although the thermodynamic description of the W–Co–Cr–C system is im-
proved it is clear that a number of issues remain to be resolved. An issue of
fundamental character arises from the experimental difficulties concerning mea-
surement of the Gibbs energy of formation of the stable Cr-carbides. This is ad-
dressed in Chapter 5 by performing state of the art ab initio calculations of the
finite temperature thermodynamic properties of Cr3C2 showing that it is in fact
less stable than currently described. Continuing this work by applying the same
methods to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the remaining two carbides,
Cr7C3 and Cr23C6, would enable a re-assessment of the Cr–C system based on a
consistent set of data for their respective Gibbs energy of formation.

Concerning the accuracy of a thermodynamic description, it is important to
use appropriate models based on the crystallography of each phase. All three
of the stable Cr-carbides have a complex crystal structure but have so far been
modeled by a highly simplified two-sublattice model. The neutron diffraction
study presented in Chapter 6 is a first attempt at identifying the preferential sites
of Co, where the structure is solved at low Co contents. At intermediate and
high Co content the collected ND spectra indicate the formation of periodic planar
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defects. The crystallographic details of the defect structure are at present unknown
and should be further investigated. Also, the stability of the defect structure with
respect to the defect-free structure could be of interest to determine which one is
a true equilibrium structure at high contents of Co.

Remaining issues to be addressed include above all the thermodynamic de-
scription of the W–Cr–C system, where the solubility of Cr in hexagonal WC
and the bulk stability of the cubic WC1−x phase as a function of Cr-content are
two of the most pressing issues. A study of the occurrence of the M2C phase at
low temperatures (<1273 K) is also of interest due to its appearance in calculated
equilibria at high Co/Cr ratios.

On a long-term scale, it would be interesting to incorporate surface and in-
terface effects into the thermodynamic models in order to be able to accurately
account for the distribution of Cr between the different phases. This would in-
crease the confidence in the predicted M7C3 phase boundary or perhaps reveal
further issues that might need to be addressed.
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